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ca/en/site/products/raven-tales-1

DVDA246-S01 | RAVEN TALES 1CATALOGUE | 2015-2016  Aboriginal Perspectives...
Titles for K to 8

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/raven-tales-1
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ES DVDA246-S01 | RAVEN TALES 1
Version: «Les légendes du corbeau 1 » Collection: « Raven Tales 1»
13 x 26 minutes | 2004-2007 | Canada |
Cat: Animation, Aboriginal Peoples, Folklore
This series follows the adventures of Raven, the most powerful deity of Aboriginal mythology and a
cast of humans as they re-tell the traditional stories of the Northwest Coast First Nations People, the
Kwakwaka wakw, the Squamish and Haida.
$:DVD |A :1 490 |B: 665 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/raven-tales-2
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ES DVDA246-S02 | RAVEN TALES 2
Version: «Les légendes du corbeau 2 » Collection: « Raven Tales 2»
13 x 26 minutes | 2008-2010 | Canada |
Cat: Animation, Aboriginal Peoples, Folklore
This series follows the adventures of Raven, the most powerful deity of Aboriginal mythology and a
cast of humans as they re-tell the traditional stories of the Northwest Coast First Nations People, the
Kwakwaka wakw, the Squamish and Haida.
$:DVD |A :1 490 |B: 665 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/1-minute-in-a-museum

A
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S DVDA195-S01 | 1 MINUTE IN A MUSEUM
Version: « 1 minute au musée » Collection: « 1 Minute in a Museum »
180E•4DVD x 1 minutes | 2004-2011 | France |
Cat: Art History
3 kids, discover works of art in this sassy series of 1 minute videos. Rafael, serious and studious,
Mona, witty and intuitive and Nabi the youngest, full of mischief and make-believe, spontaneously
tell us what they think about art.
$:DVD |A :845 |B: 325 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/antoine-s-four-seasons

A
RT

S DVDA212-009 | ANTOINE’S FOUR SEASONS
Version: «Les 4 saisons d'Antoine »
1 x 33 minutes | 2012 | France | Music|No Dialogue
Cat: Music
Ten year-old Anthony has red hair, as did Antonio Vivaldi. For his birthday, his grandfather gives him
a book. He would have preferred a video game, but what can you expect from a grandfather who
spends his time building violins in his workshop? But this is a magic book! When you draw in it, it
plays the Four Seasons...
$:DVD |A :175 |B: 70 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 131 |3A|Y: 175 |5A|Y: 263

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/art-classic-stories

A
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S DVDA228-S01 | ART CLASSIC STORIES
 Collection: « Art Classic Stories»
30 x 8 minutes | 2013 | Korea | Closed Captioning
Cat: Drawing, Painting and Print, English Literature
Art Classic Stories combines classical art with the most loved fairy tales of all time. Each title features
exquisite illustrations that will capture children's eyes while introducing them to the techniques and
art styles of famous artists such as Van Gogh, Rembrandt, Gauguin, Monet, Cezanne, Renoir and
many, many more.
$:DVD |A :2 500 |B: 1 200 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:
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Http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/carnival-of-the-animals

DVDA212-010 | THE CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALSCATALOGUE | 2015-2016  Arts...
Titles for K to 8

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/carnival-of-the-animals

A
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S DVDA212-010 | THE CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS
Version: «Le carnaval des animaux »
1 x 30 minutes | 2010 | France | Music|No Dialogue
Cat: Music
Every night, a father tells his son a bedtime story to help him fall asleep. Like a challenge, the child
always choses the same book, a serious book with score sheets, photos of the Orchestra and
drawings of animals - the book is The Carnival of the Animals by Camille Saint-Saens. A story for the
whole familly in live caption and animation.
$:DVD |A :175 |B: 70 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 131 |3A|Y: 175 |5A|Y: 263

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/christmas-story#.Vk9Lr0tGwb8
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M
S DVDA61-068 | CHRISTMAS STORY

Version: «La véritable histoire du Père Noël »
 x 89 minutes | 2007 | Finland |
Cat: Feature Length Films, Holidays and Celebrations
Have you ever wondered how Santa Claus grew up to be Santa? This award winning film, set against
a breathtaking landscape, relates the untold story of Santa's life, as he overcomes personal tragedy
and hardship to develop a big and pure heart filled with love for children around the world.
$:DVD |A :255 |B: 100 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 191 |3A|Y: 255 |5A|Y: 383

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/frogs-and-toads#.Vk9LzUtGwb8
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S DVDA61-080 | FROGS AND TOADS

Version: « Petites bêtes et compagnie »
 x 75 minutes | 2008 | Netherlands |
Cat: Feature Length Films
A wonderful adventure takes shape when a six-year-old boy sets out to help his ailing brother. After
having his tonsils removed, Jannus is convinced he'll never speak without the aid of "frogspawn," so
he sends his younger brother Max on a mission to find this mysterious substance. With his friend
Jesse by his side, Max sets out across field, farm, and forest to find the "frogspawn," discovering
many interesting creatures in this lovely tale of determination and adventure.
$:DVD |A :255 |B: 100 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 191 |3A|Y: 255 |5A|Y: 383

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/fuchsia-the-mini-witch
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M
S DVDA61-079 | FUCHSIA, THE MINI WITCH

Version: « Fuchsia, la mini sorcière  »
 x 85 minutes | 2010 | Canada |
Cat: Feature Length Films
A great adventure sometimes hatches from the smallest egg, as wizard Quark finds out when he
finds an egg in the Witch’s Wood. This egg produces not a bird, but a little girl, a mini-witch, who he
names Fuchsia...

$:DVD |A :255 |B: 100 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 191 |3A|Y: 255 |5A|Y: 383

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/on-the-sly
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S DVDA61-078 | ON THE SLY

Version: « À pas de loup  »
 x 77 minutes | 2011 | Canada |
Cat: Feature Length Films
In a not-so-far-away land, not so long ago, lived Cathy, an ordinary little girl, who had grown tired of
being constantly ignored by her parents. On a return trip home from the family’s country house, she
lets the car door slam and her parents drive off without her. Cathy decides that she’s better off in the
woods rather than risk a scolding. She takes to the woods with determination, building a small
shelter and hiding from search parties.
$:DVD |A :255 |B: 100 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 191 |3A|Y: 255 |5A|Y: 383
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Http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/where-is-winky-s-

DVDA61-077 | WHERE IS WINKY'S HORSE?CATALOGUE | 2015-2016  Children's Films...
Titles for K to 8

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/where-is-winky-s-horse
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M
S DVDA61-077 | WHERE IS WINKY'S HORSE?

Version: « Mais où est le cheval de Saint-Nicolas? »
 x 80 minutes | 2007 | France |
Cat: Feature Length Films
Where Is Winky's Horse? is the sequel to the award winning children's film, Winky's Horse. Winky
Wong is the happiest girl in the world because she gets to take care of Saint Nicholas' horse,
Amerigo; only this turns out not to be as easy as she thought it would be...
$:DVD |A :255 |B: 100 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 191 |3A|Y: 255 |5A|Y: 383

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/winky-s-horse
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M
S DVDA61-059 | WINKY'S HORSE

Version: «Le cheval de Saint-Nicolas »
 x 97 minutes | 2005 | France |
Cat: Feature Length Films, Holidays and Celebrations
Winky Wong, who is 6 years old, has emigrated from China with her mother to be near her father,
who runs a restaurant in a seaside town in Holland. The language difference creates a barrier to her
making friends but things improve when she becomes very attached to Sara, an old pony kept at a
local stable owned by Aunt Cor and Uncle Siem...
$:DVD |A :255 |B: 100 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 191 |3A|Y: 255 |5A|Y: 383

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/footprint#.VbjkC0tGwb8
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T DVDA155-003 | THE FOOTPRINT

1 x 21 minutes | 2015 | Canada | Closed Captioned
Cat: Animation, Ecology, Sustainable Development
The Footprint is an animated film featuring Earth, Little Rosie (from the Little Earth Charter) and
special guest Org, a cave-kid from prehistoric times. The story is a playful introduction to issues such
as water, food, clothes, transportation, toys, and energy.
$:DVD |A :175 |B: 70 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 131 |3A|Y: 175 |5A|Y: 263

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/little-earth-charter#.Vk9MCUtGwb8
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T DVDA155-002 | THE LITTLE EARTH CHARTER

Version: «La petite charte de la terre »
8 x 5 minutes | 2009 | Canada |
Cat: Animation, Ecology, Sustainable Development
This series of 8 animated clips offers educators a springboard tool to introduce students to a wide
variety of subjects within the curriculum. Its content relates directly to learning standards for Grades
Pre K-3: earth science, physical science, life science, ecology, environmental studies, geography,
history, social studies, citizenship education, and moral education.

$:DVD |A :175 |B: 70 | $:Streaming |1A|Y: 131 |3A|Y: 175 |5A|Y: 263

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/being
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RE DVDA215-S01 | BEING...
 Collection: « Being...»
 x 30 minutes | 2008-2009 | United Kingdom | Closed Captioned
Cat: French Language, Other Languages, Spanish Language
A series of five 30-minute programs each containing insights into the life and culture of the country
as perceived by children. Each program links closely with other subject areas and includes key
language relevant to 8 to 11-year-old school children. The narration is in English but the language
spoken by the children and key words shown on the screen are in the language of each country.
$:DVD |A :790 |B: 315 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:
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Http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/just-so-stories

DVDA195-S02 | JUST SO STORIESCATALOGUE | 2015-2016  Language and Literature...
Titles for K to 8

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/just-so-stories
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RE DVDA195-S02 | JUST SO STORIES
Version: « Histoires comme ça » Collection: « Just so Stories»
 x 13 minutes | 2007 | France |
Cat: Juvenile Literature
Rudyard Kipling’s Just so Stories, written more than a century ago, are still incredibly modern filled
with humour and fantasy. Made to be told or read aloud, they use the magic of language to carry the
listener into a world still pure where everything is possible: the world of “all beginnings”.
$:DVD |A :1 150 |B: 510 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/my-religion
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N DVDA215-001 | MY RELIGION

6E• 1DVD x 36 minutes | 2010 | United Kingdom |
Cat: Religion, Communities
Many nations are undergoing an increase in cultural diversity and learning to live together in a
multicultural society is one of the major challenges of modern society. This series is designed to give
an unbiased view of the community life of six world religions to children at the Elementary and
Intermediate levels. Each program within this series follows a child and their family, giving an insight
into the role of religion, tradition and rituals in their daily lives and the communities in which they
live.
$:DVD |A :195 |B: 80 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/adventures-of-compass-and-alarm-clock
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N
CE DVDA128-S02 | THE ADVENTURES OF COMPASS AND ALARM CLOCK

 Collection: «The Adventures of Compass and Alarm Clock»
 x 13 minutes | 2010 | USA |
Cat: Chemistry, Earth Science, Natural Science, Physics
This series makes science lessons interesting and adventurous for young students, presenting the
concepts of natural science, technology, and their practical application through the use of captivating
and humorous animation.
$:DVD |A :2 925 |B: 1 465 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/jack--2
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CE DVDA243-S01 | JACK I

Version: « Jack I » Collection: « Jack I»
13 x 44|55 minutes | 2012 | Canada | Closed Captioned
Cat: Animation, Natural Science
By mixing humour, adventure, and science, the series helps children discover amazing new facts
about the world and space around us, all while following the exciting adventures of our hero Jack.
$:DVD |A :2 855 |B: 885 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/jack-ii#.Ve9iwEtGwb8
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CE DVDA267-S017 | JACK II

Version: « Jack II » Collection: « Jack II»
6 x 44|55 minutes | 2014 | Canada | Closed Captioned
Cat: Animation, Natural Science
By mixing humour, adventure, and science, the series helps children discover amazing new facts
about the world and space around us, all while following the exciting adventures of our hero Jack.
$:DVD |A :995 |B: 410 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:
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Http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/zoobabu--2#.vhpc-

DVDA256-S01 | ZOOBABUCATALOGUE | 2015-2016  Science...
Titles for K to 8

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/zoobabu--2#.VhPc-ktGwb8
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CE DVDA256-S01 | ZOOBABU

Version: « Zoobabu » Collection: « Zoobabu»
5 x 20 minutes | 2011 | France | Spain |
Cat: Animation, English Language
Zoobabu is a fun-filled, animated guessing game about animals. In each episode, kids are given clues
about a hidden animal inside a magic box. Step-by-step, and clue-by-clue, they discover the identity
of the animal inside the box. A great way to introduce oral communication skills.
$:DVD |A :790 |B: 315 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82521?preview=true#.VMGBxUtGwb8
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S DVDA259-S03 | GEOLINO
Version: « GEOlino » Collection: « GEOlino»
6 x 13 minutes | 2011-2012 | Germany |
Cat: Music, Human Geography, Citizenship, Children and Youth, Communities, Lifestyles, Sports,
Africa, Asia & Latin America
From the Amazon jungle to the Siberian tundra, the educational documentary series GEOlino takes
us on a adventure of discovery to learn and understand the daily lives of some amazing children
around the world.
$:DVD |A :730 |B: 325 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/young-explorers-across-africa
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S DVDA127-S04 | YOUNG EXPLORERS - ACROSS AFRICA
Version: «Les petits explorateurs à travers l'Afrique » Collection: « Young Explorers - Across Africa»
 x 26 minutes | 2009 | France |
Cat: Children and Youth, Communities, Africa
Discovering Africa at age 10, leaving your home for the unknown. This will be the adventure of Lea,
Jeanne, Louis, Paul-Henry and Hugo, five budding explorers, as they will share the everyday life of an
African child for two weeks. Through their passion for music, dance, rugby or nature, each will make
new friends as smart and cute as they are.
$:DVD |A :790 |B: 315 | $:Streaming |1A|Y:  |3A|Y:  |5A|Y:
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